Information Technology—Office of the CIO

Joe Bengfort
CIO

Larisa Vaynshteyn
Administrative Support

Pierre Brickey
Director – Office of the CIO

Integrated QA
TBD
Berta Abramovich
Renga Regan
Gangadhar Puravant
Eugenia Shpotnik
Chengde Fu

Service Management
Rebecca Nguyen

Service Design
Francine Sneddon

Service Transition
Tony Balestreri
Rita McCue

Service Operation
Lynn Bosworth
Jason Lin

ITSM Business
Analysis
Terrie Coleman
Keith Ward

ITSM Technology
Isabelle Claret
Shawn Hall

Enterprise Solution Architect
Chris Orsine
Mattice Harris
Albert Ganzon

TBD

Clinical Infrastructure
Mo Bagadi

Architecture & Design
Kraig Kluba
Kim Long
Dong Tran

Kwong Law
Audit Hatten-Milhollin
Vincent Ma

Dan Sotto
Jeff Uchi

IT PMO
Brett Moraga

IT PMO
Brett Moraga

Strategic Sourcing
Andy Sealock

Margo Manser
Michael Groff
Robert Weinberg
Mark Brennan

Michael Lehr
Robert Cusack
Ted Shab
Terry McCarthy
Steven Kirz

Bilal Shahabuddin
Steve Pickens
Ed Rodriguez

12/2/2015

Information Technology
Information Technology—Applications

Joe Bengfort
CIO

Jane Wong
Executive Director
Applications

Larisa Vaynshteyn
Administrative Support

Erik Wieland
Application Manager
Betty Lieu
Ricardo Martinez
Ryan Block (consultant)
Guo Wen

Janelle Fong
Academic Information Systems

Freddie Tai
Mavi Shrestha
Satish Numburi
Becky Kuang
Ben Amundson
Ned Hamilton
Shaw Zhu
Hendrik Kupfernagel
Wendong Wang

Luke Hones
Interim
PPS & Mainframe

Sunila Dandekar
Elie Kassab
William Lautenberger
Andrei Mattes
Lionel Armstrong
Hessam Rajaee
Grace Ong

Luke Hones
HR Systems

Aaron Calhoun
Diane Marino
Jeffrey Hochderffer
Jennifer Murray
Saipriya Muthusrinivasan
Aldo Raicich
Jim Nourse
Dinker Batra
(consultant)

12/2/2015

information technology
Information Technology—Service Desk

Joe Bengfort
CIO

Sian Shumway
Director – Customer Service

Julie Cox
Director – UCSF IT Service Desk

Darlena Torres
Clinical

Clarence Wong

Emanuel Griffin

Bates Burnell

Phil Avery
Maria Cabral
Ken Shim
Thomas Son
William Thompson

* Bien Cornejo

Patrice White
Oscar Pineav
Kiet Lau
James Wilson

* Elena Gonzalez

Ida Swanson
Identity & Access Management

Dan Pucillo

Jeff Cheang

Johnny Frias
Rebecca Larson
Ryan Phelan
Adam Purinton
Cynthia Ardman
George Lopez
Lei Li

Mike McConihe
Keith Brown
Richmark Sy
Dave Gaufo
Tim Dowling
Grace Osias

* Sergio Angel

Desmond Chargualaf

John Chin
Technical

Susan Weigle

Dominique Broussard
Joseph Butler
Kiara French
Raven Lincoln

Bill Lowe
Brian Ngo
Tim McVicker
Paul Cho
Claudia Aguirre
La Tasha Bennett

* Temps back-filling for positions